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Mobile video trac is growing rapidly in networks due to the continuing
user adoption of smartphones and tablet computers. While video viewing is now
prevalent on such devices, they also easily enable the recording and uploading of
videos for quick publishing on popular video sharing websites. However, due to
the nature of the shared wireless network, such as repeatedly dropped connections,
signicantly uctuating transmission speeds, and restricted bandwidth usage, up-
loading videos directly from mobile devices, which frequently results in unacceptable
end-to-end user experiences, has not been widely used yet. In this thesis, we exam-
ine the common challenges during the client-to-server uploading of mobile videos
and propose a new approach that provides compatibility with the Dynamic Adap-
tive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) standard [6] and at the same time improves
content availability by reducing the end-to-end delay from the recording time of
mobile videos to the publishing of the multi-bitrate encoded versions through a
careful pipelining of the overall process. Our approach features (1) the use of seg-
mentation of videos on the mobile devices before uploading and (2) segment-wise
transcoding and transformatting on the server-side. To test the performance of our
approach, we built a test-bed environment which consists of three components: a
mobile uploader, a video hosting server and a mobile player, and implemented the
proposed approach on two dominate mobile platforms (Android and iOS) for both
stored and live videos. The experiment was performed on real mobile devices: three
Android mobile devices and an iPhone 4. The experimental results show that our
approach reduces the end-to-end startup latency signicantly and provides users a
better video streaming experience without any additional hardware requirements.
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Summary
The primary objective of this thesis is to present our proposed segment-
wise video uploading approach, which aims to be DASH-compliant, while reducing
the end-to-end startup latency from the recording time of mobile videos to the
nal playback of the multi-encoded versions on other mobile devices. As video
viewing on mobile devices such as smartphones or tablet computers is prevalent
now along with the ability of video recording and uploading directly from these
mobile devices via wireless networks to allow quick publishing on popular video
sharing websites, making the overall processes smooth and ecient which is an
important topic of media streaming on mobile devices. Our main work focuses
on uploading mobile videos eciently via wireless network1, and minimizing the
overall startup latency. Therefore, in this thesis, we rst examine the common
challenges during the uploading of mobile videos, then we propose a new approach
that segments the video on mobile client-side before uploading, and does segment-
wise transcoding and transformating on the server-side. To test the performance
of our approach, we built a test-bed environment, implemented the approach on
two dominate mobile platforms (Android and iOS), and did experiments on real
mobile devices: three Android mobile devices and an iPhone 4, with pre-recorded
videos and live-recorded videos respectively. The experimental results show that
our approach reduces the startup latency signicantly, and is practically realizable
for both pre-recorded and live-recorded videos.
1The wireless here refers to WiFi only as the test was conducted in WiFi paradigm not 3G/4G.
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With the expansion in 3G/4G cellular coverage, wider availability of WiFi connec-
tivity, and the emergence of more powerful and intelligent mobile devices, video
streaming over the Internet to wireless mobile devices has seen a tremendous in-
crease in popularity amongst users and mobile video trac is growing rapidly cor-
respondingly. Mobile data trac, according to an annual report from Cisco [16],
continues to grow higher than estimated due to the continuing user adoption of
smartphones and tablet computers. Figure 1.1 shows that mobile video trac {
already consisting of half of the total mobile network trac { will account for
three-fours by 2016. However, since mobile devices are diverse in capacity and
have dierent screen sizes, computation power, battery amounts and available net-
work bandwidth, it is considerably challenging to stream videos to those wireless
connected mobile devices, and at the same time, meet the users' demand for high-
quality video experience in terms of video quality, video delivery eciency, start-up
latency, scalability and so on. Therefore, new technologies are required to improve
the video streaming experience and provide users with a satisfactory quality of
1
Figure 1.1: Mobile video will generate over 70 percent of mobile data trac by
2016 [16]
experience.
The Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) standard [6], which
is a new video delivery mechanism based on HTTP progressive download, has re-
cently been adopted and gained attention for its ability to enable media players to
render videos with high quality under various network conditions. Its main features
are (1) splitting a large video le into a series of smaller pieces (called segments),
(2) providing exible bandwidth adaptation by enabling stream switching among
dierently encoded segments, and (3) hosting near-live streaming events. The de-
livery format of a segment can be either an ISO-based le format or an MPEG-2
Transport Stream [13]. Because DASH utilizes the HTTP protocol it is more widely
compatible with network rewalls as compared with traditional RTSP/RTP-based
streaming solutions [23]. Furthermore, it has a lower bandwidth overhead than
HTTP progressive streaming, using existing content distribution and delivery net-
works.
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The DASH standard, however, primarily focuses on server-to-client distribu-
tion of videos and assumes that the original video les in their multiple encoded
versions already exist and are available during the segmentation { typically at the
server-side via some o-line mechanisms. Little consideration has been given to the
case when users desire to upload a video from his or her mobile device directly for
a quick publishing on some popular video sharing websites, which may frequently
result in unacceptable end-to-end user experiences. The following sample scenario
exemplies such a prototypical case:
A user, recently having shot a video, uploads it from his mobile phone
to share with his friends. Soon after initiating the video upload from his
phone, however, he encounters strange problems: frequent connection
drops and wildly uctuating transmission delays (due to the shared
nature of the limited wireless spectrum). He eventually decides not to
upload the video from the phone, but to copy it to a wired desktop PC
and submit it from there. With all these obstacles he nally succeeds
in uploading the video, but still must wait until all the post-processing,
such as keyword extraction and transcoding, is completed, and he might
forget to send the link to his friends after all is done.
This scenario highlights several notable issues of mobile video uploading
which will be discussed in details in the following section.
1.2 Research Challenges
Several notable issues are apparent from the above scenario:
First, uploading a large video le via a wireless network is still subject to
various networking problems such as repeatedly dropped connections caused by
wireless interference and signicantly uctuating transmission speeds during busy
3
times. These conditions are primarily caused by the nature of the shared wireless
environment. Some users also have wireless plans that cap their bandwidth usage.
Due to these issues, mobile video uploading has not been very widely used yet.
For example, only a small fraction of all YouTube videos have been uploaded from
mobile devices. We were unable to nd any publicly available statistics on this
topic, so we collected the following information to infer mobile usage: 48 hours of
videos are uploaded on YouTube every minute [31], but less than 30,000 videos (we
observed at most 27,900 as of the third week of September 2011) are uploaded every
week from Android smartphones1, and the average length of YouTube videos is 210
seconds [14]2. Using these statistics, we estimate that 0.34 percent3 of the total
number of uploaded videos comes from Android mobile devices. Considering that
users prefer to record high resolution videos { e.g., encoded at 720p { on their phones
without much contemplation for the required wireless bandwidth, video uploads
from mobile devices will continue to encounter a signicant network bottleneck in
the foreseeable future.
Second, even when users are successful in uploading videos via a wireless
network, the server-side post-processing to prepare multiple versions of the videos
encoded at dierent bitrates prohibits an immediate availability of the content.
Multi-bitrate videos are crucial component of adaptive streaming. If transcoding is
performed at the server side on the full length of a video, then the uploading process
must complete rst before transcoding into a variety of dierent encoding rates
can be initiated. Current streaming solutions assumes that the multiple encoded
1We searched for the keyword phrase \uploaded from" which is automatically inserted during
video sharing by many o-the-shelf Android camera applications. We excluded irrelevant results
manually.
2This statistic may be somewhat out-dated, but we believe that the correct value is still in the
range between 3 and 4 minutes.
3Although this number may not reect the exact value, it would seem to support the assertion
that mobile video uploading is not a mainstream activity yet.
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versions of the original video le already exist and have been prepared via o-line
mechanisms, while little attention has been paid to the case of on-line transcoding
which requires lengthy time on a full video le.
Third, from the time of recording of the video content to the nal playback
via web interface, a lengthy waiting time is required for the whole processing pro-
cedures to be completed. The end-to-end delay not only depends on the unstable
wireless network conditions and uplink bandwidth limitations, but also increases
with regard to the length of the video le. As far as we know, there has been little
attention paid to minimize this end-to-end delay and no consideration has been
given to the case of uploading user generated video content directly from mobile
devices and making it available as soon as possible through video hosting services,
which is challenging but a practical problem that is in much need to be solved.
Below are the typical requirements of a mobile user for this type of application
environment:
 Users prefer uploading the highest video quality available from their mobile
devices, regardless of their wireless environment.
 Users expect their uploaded videos to be available immediately after they
upload them.
 Users also expect to watch videos at high quality, despite a limited wireless
capacity in their environment.
To address these aforementioned issues and meet users' demanding require-
ments at the same time, we propose a new mobile video uploading solution in
this thesis that aims to minimize the startup latency and achieve semi-realtime
streaming for stored videos and realtime streaming for live recording videos.
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1.3 Thesis Contribution
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
 Firstly, we propose a mobile video uploading solution which intentionally
places the segmentation at the mobile client-side to improve the robustness of
video upload, and does segment-wise transcoding on the server-side to provide
quick availability of video content. We carefully arranges the end-to-end soft-
ware components both at server- and client-side to allow ecient, pipelined
processing and supporting the aforementioned user requirements (high qual-
ity uploading, fast content availability, good video viewing experience) at the
same time.
 Secondly, we design our streaming system to be compatible with the DASH
standard that has recently been adopted for its ability to enable media players
to smartly select video clips under various network conditions, thus it can
provide users with a good video viewing experience with various devices via
various network accesses.
 Thirdly, we develop a video streaming system which consists of three pri-
mary software components: a mobile uploader, a video hosting server and
a mobile player. We implemented our approach on two dominate mobile
platforms (Android and iOS) for both stored and live recorded videos and
perform experiments on real mobile devices in real environments, to test the
practicability and feasibility of our proposed approach.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
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Chapter 2 Background and Literature Survey describes an overview
of media streaming protocols over the Internet rst, then gives an introduction
of the DASH standard, providing some background knowledge, and provides a
comprehensive literature survey on quality adaptation algorithms in DASH systems.
Chapter 3 Proposed Approach presents our proposed approach in de-
tails, including both the client-side segmentation algorithms and server-side post-
processing methods, and the dierent implementation mechanisms for stored videos
and live recorded videos as well.
Chapter 4 Experimental Evaluation reports on the evaluation results of
our prototype system built on top of our test-bed, discusses and analyzes several
types of overhead and delays, and its practical applicability in real environment.





On the issue of mobile uploading, there exists not much literature work. As our so-
lution aims to reduce the video streaming startup latency and provide compatibility
with the DASH standard, we will undertake a background study of video streaming
concepts and a brief introduction to the DASH standard rst, then give a general
overview of other related research work. The subsequent parts of this chapter are
organized as follows. Section 2.1 reviews the basic concepts of media streaming over
the Internet, associated with corresponding streaming protocols, then introduces
the background knowledge of the DASH standard, a newly adopted HTTP-based
media delivery mechanism, and briey reviews several popular, commercial HTTP
streaming solutions. Since the DASH standard mainly focuses on delivering the
best adaptive media streaming across diverse devices under various network con-
ditions, a brief survey of DASH-related rate adaptive algorithms will be given in
section 2.2.
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2.1 Media Streaming over the Internet
Today, media content has become a major part on the Web. News clips, full-length
movies, TV shows, and videos made and shared by common people are watched
by millions of people everyday over the Internet. A number of media streaming
methods are available in the classic client-server architecture, and they can be
classied into two main categories: push-based and pull-based streaming methods
[9].
2.1.1 Push-Based Media Streaming
The main characteristic of a push-based system is that it is the server that pushes
the data to the client - the client is just waiting for the data. Therefore, the
scheduling is done at the server side. Once a connection is established between
a server and a client, the server is always on and streams packets to the client
until the session is torn down or interrupted by the client. Consequently, in push-
based streaming, the server maintains a connection state with the client and listens
for commands sent by the client regarding session state changes. The Real-time
Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [3], specied in RFC 2326, is one of the most common
session control protocols used in push-based streaming.
In RTSP, a specialized streaming server is required which breaks the media
resource into small packets according to the bandwidth available between client and
server and then sends the packets after the client requests to watch the video. As
long as enough packets have been received, the client can start to play these video
packets and keeps downloading the successive ones. This enables the client to view
the video in real-time without having to download the entire media le. During
the session, the server is available and the client can communicate with the server
and send commands such as fast-forward seek/play or rewind. The server responds
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according to the client's state information and can also send requests to a client,
for example, the server can send requests to set client-side playback parameters of
the stream, which is unlike HTTP where only the client can send requests and the
server responds correspondingly.
Advantages of real-time streaming in comparison to HTTP download are
the low latency (the media player is able to start immediately), the ecient use
of bandwidth (the multimedia content does not have to be stored on the client),
and the possibility on the server to monitor exactly the watching behavior of the
clients. However, real-time streaming also comes with disadvantages. One is that
a specialized streaming server is required to respond to client's commands and
keeping client's state during the session also comes with a high cost. Furthermore,
real-time streaming packets are usually transmitted over UDP and these packets
can be blocked by many rewalls, making it dicult to deliver streams reliably.
2.1.2 Pull-Based Media Streaming
In pull-based streaming methods, the media client is the active entity that requests
the content from the media server. Therefore, the server response depends on
the client's requests where the server is otherwise idle or blocked for that client.
It is stateless and the server does not keep the client's state after the response.
Consequently, the bitrate at which the client receives the content is dependent upon
the client and the available network bandwidth. As the primary download protocol
of the Internet, HTTP is a common communication protocol that pull-based media
delivery is based on.
HTTP Progressive download or pseudo-streaming [18] is one of the most
widely used pull-based media streaming methods available on IP networks today.
In progressive download, the media client issues an HTTP request to the server
and starts pulling the content from the server as fast as possible. Once a minimum
10
required buer level is obtained, the client starts playing the media while at the
same time it continues to download the content from the server in the background
(in contrast to the traditional HTTP download in which the user has to wait until
the whole media le is downloaded). As long as the download rate is not smaller
than the playback rate, the client buer is kept at a sucient level to continue the
playback without any interruption. However, if the network conditions degrade, the
download rate may fall behind the playback rate and eventually a buer underow
may result.
Unlike a streaming server in real time streaming that sends a small duration
of media data (rarely more than 10 seconds) to the client at a time, a HTTP Web
servers keep the data owing until the download is completed. If the client pauses
a progressively downloaded video at the beginning of playback and then waits, the
entire video will eventually be downloaded to the client's browser cache, allowing
the client to smoothly play the whole video without any hiccups. This behavior,
however, has a downside as well. If the client turns o the video player or switches
to another video while downloading is still in progress, a large amount of un-wanted
video is buered unnecessarily, which wastes the bandwidth of both the network
and the end-systems.
The main advantage of pull-based steaming over push-based streaming method
is that it is the client that requests the video data and manages the bitrate, which
signicantly simplies the server implementation. As it runs on HTTP over TCP,
an ordinary Web server can be used as the video hosting server, and it can utilize
existing CDN networks and cache architectures, which further makes it more cost
eective.
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2.1.3 Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
In the streaming media industry, HTTP-based media delivery has emerged as a
de-facto streaming standard over recent years, replacing the existing media trans-
port protocols such as push-based RTP/RTSP. Although the conventional wisdom
holds that video streaming would never work well over HTTP which uses TCP as
transport protocol, due to the throughput variations caused by TCP's congestion
control and the potentially large retransmission delays, several work [19] [20] have
shown that TCP can be used for streaming as well, in contrast to the traditional
view that UDP should be used for streaming media applications. In practice, two
points became quite clear in the last few years. First, TCP's congestion control
mechanisms and reliability requirement do not necessarily hurt the performance of
video streaming, especially if the video player is able to adapt to large through-
put variations. Second, the use of HTTP over TCP in practice greatly simplies
the traversal of rewalls and Network Address Translations (NATs), and can reach
a wide audience due to its high network penetrability and excellent match with
existing HTTP-based caching infrastructures.
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) is a newly adopted media
delivery method and has gained great attention recently. It is a hybrid delivery
method that acts like streaming but is based on HTTP progressive download. The
main features of this technique are (1) splitting an original encoded video into
small pieces of self-contained media fragments, or segments, (2) providing exible
bandwidth adaptation by enabling stream switching among dierently encoded
segments, and (3) hosting near-live streaming events.
In DASH, the server maintains multiple proles of the same video, encoded
in dierent bit rates, corresponding to dierent resolutions and quality levels. The
video object is partitioned in segments, typically a few seconds long, split by Group
of Pictures (GOP) [1] boundaries. This means that each segment is self-contained
12
and has no dependencies on other segments, so that each can be decoded indepen-
dently. A player (at the client side) can then request dierent segments at dierent
encoding bit rates, depending on the underlying network conditions and CPU capa-
bilities. This adaptive mechanism provides users with the best quality of experience
in terms of (1) highest achievable quality, because the player can request the best
bit rate video segment based on the available bandwidth; (2) faster start-up and
quicker seek time, because start-up can be initiated on the lowest bit rate before
moving to a higher bit rate; (3) reliable, consistent and smooth playback without
stutter, buering or \last mile" congestion, because a client can dynamically adapt
to the inferior network conditions and switch to download the most appropriate bit
rate segments.
Since DASH is pull-based it uses HTTP, in contrast to traditional real-time
streaming where the streaming server controls the speed of sending data packets
(the media is pushed to the client). In DASH, it is the client that decides what
best bit rate to request for any segment, and the segments can further be cached
by browsers, proxies, and CDNs, which can drastically reduce the load on the
source server and improve server-side scalability. Another benet of this approach
is that the client can control its playback buer size by dynamically adjusting the
rate at which the new segments are requested and hence it is fully customizable.
Furthermore, as DASH uses HTTP, it also inherits all the advantages that HTTP
has over traditional streaming methods.
Dierent types of HTTP streaming solutions have been proposed in the
streaming media industry. Most of these existing HTTP streaming solutions, how-
ever, only focus on the ecient delivery and adaptation of videos from server to
client side. The assumption is that content is introduced to the server via some
kind of oine mechanism and the multi-bitrate versions have been prepared al-
ready. Each solution has its distinct media delivery format and rate adaptive
13
mechanism. In the following sections we briey review several popular, commercial
HTTP streaming solutions.
Apple's HTTP Live Streaming
Apple's HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [13] is a HTTP streaming solution that can
distribute both live and on-demand media les using an ordinary Web server, and
it is the only one for adaptive streaming to Apple devices (iPhone, iPod touch,
iPad). It uses an MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) as its delivery container format
and utilizes a higher segment duration (typically, 10 seconds). Specically, for
each of input media les, HLS encodes it into alternative les and segments it
into a set of small les of equal duration in .ts format by using its self-provided
segmentation tools (Media Stream Segmenter/Media File Segmenter) at the server-
side. Currently, the compression format supported in Apple is the H.264 codec for
video and the AAC/MP3 codec for audio. The duration of 10 seconds for each
segment le is a tradeo between the management of more segment pieces and
more overhead with shorter durations, while a longer segment duration will extend
the initial startup latency.
The server side also provides a hierarchy of text-based manifest les in .m3u8
format, which is a playlist le format as an extension of the existing proprietary
MP3 playlist le format. The top level playlist le contains the le URLs to sev-
eral individual playlists for the dierent bit rates that are available. Each of the
individual playlist les contains a list of media le URLs to the segments. In a live
scenario, the .ts segment video les are continuously added and the .m3u8 playlist
les are continually updated with the locations of alternative media segment les
once they become available.
Despite HLS's technical maturity gained over the years, the choice of MPEG-
2 TS format is somewhat unfavorable, because the segmentation overhead is much
14
larger than the other two HTTP streaming approaches (we will mention them later)
{ more than 5 percent for high-bitrate videos and up to 20 percent for low-bitrate
videos [26]. Nevertheless, Apple's solution has been widely supported by newer
mobile devices and popular streaming platforms due to Apple's recent dominance in
the smartphone and tablet markets. In our prototype system, we are targeting to be
compatible with this de-facto standard, for it is the only existing HTTP streaming
solution that supports playback on the two most popular mobile platforms, Android
and iOS, without additional hardware requirements.
Microsoft's Smooth Streaming
Microsoft's Smooth Streaming [32] solution is a compact and ecient method for
the real-time delivery of MP4 les from the company's Internet Information Ser-
vices (IIS) web server, using a fragmented, MP4-inspired ISO/IEC 14496-12 ISO
Base Media File Format specication [4]. Specically, the Smooth Streaming spec-
ication denes each chunk/GOP as an MPEG-4 Movie Fragment and stores it as
a series of short metadata/data box pairs within a contiguous MP4 le for easy
random access, rather than one long metadata/data pair. One MP4 le is expected
for each bit rate. When a client requests a specic source time segment (typically
about 2 seconds long) from the IIS Web server, the server dynamically nds the
appropriate Movie Fragment box within the contiguous MP4 le, extracts the frag-
ment out of the le and then sends it over the network as a standalone le to the
client. In other words, in Smooth Streaming, the le segments are created virtually
upon client request, but the actual media is stored on disk as a single full-length
le per encoded bit rate. This oers tremendous le management benets because
the server only manages complete single les rather than thousands of segmented
media pieces as HLS does. As Smooth Streaming uses this particular Fragmented
MP4 le, it needs its proprietary server-side encoder tools { Microsoft Expres-
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sion Encoder, to re-encode every input media le and also needs a dedicated Web
streaming server, so that it can understand how to translate the URL request into
the corresponding byte osets, extract the specic duration of the video fragment
and send it back to the client.
In order to dierentiate its Fragmented MP4 le from a regular MP4 le,
Smooth Streaming uses new le extensions: *.ismv (video+audio) and *.isma (au-
dio only), and two manifest les are also needed: a server manifest le with le
extension *.ism and a client manifest le with le extension *.ismc. The *.ism
manifest le is only used on the server side, describing the relationships between
media tracks, bitrates and les stored on disk. The *.ismc manifest le is the rst
le delivered to the client, describing the codec used, the available bitrates and
resolutions, and a list of all the available media chunks with either their start times
or durations, etc., so that a client can decide which best segment to request. Both
manifest le formats are based on XML.
Since Smooth Streaming only maintains a single le, dierent bitrate versions
of the same media are only available once the transcoding process reaches the end of
the source le, i.e., there is no early access to the initial segments of a transcoded
le. While the overall processing time for transcoding of a full le (i.e., all its
segments) is high, the completion time is typically shorter than with an approach
that uses one le per segment. It is hence preferable when the focus is on minimizing
end-to-end delay from uploading to the nal downloading and playback.
Adobe's HTTP Dynamic Streaming
Adobe's HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS) [7] uses their MP4 fragment format
(F4F) with le extension .f4f, which is based on the standard MP4 fragment format.
Like Smooth Streaming, the media data is chunked into small units by the GOP
boundaries for seamless switching and smooth playback. These small units are
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referred to as fragments and can be stored within a single large media le or in
multiple les as well. The manifest le HDS uses is an XML-based open le format
with le extension .f4m, which provides all the information about the fragments.
This manifest le is created along with media le fragments by its own proprietary
packaging tools (File Packager or Live Packager). An index le with le extension
.f4x is also needed at the server side, which lists the fragment osets needed to
locate specic fragments within the media stream.
Unlike the other stream switching techniques, on-demand streaming and live
streaming require dierent incoming media formats. For example, live streaming
only understands their proprietary Real Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP) format
and converts source streams into multiple F4F segments. To make an Apache web
server aware of this format, they also provide a patched HTTP server module,
which understands F4F segments, extracts appropriate fragments in the segments
and delivers them to the users. The Adobe Flash Player is used on the client side
to receive and render streams. Since the further development of Flash by Adobe
is uncertain at this time, HDS may not be a very appealing solution in the near
future.
Comparison of dierent HTTP streaming solutions
Although the three commercial solutions described above follow more or less the
same principles of the DASH standard, there are a number of dierences:
 HLS can work on any ordinary HTTP Web servers, while both Smooth
Streaming and HDS require server-specic modules (the IIS extension for
Smooth Streaming and HTTP Origin Module for HDS). This is due to the
use of fragmented MP4 les (.ism in Smooth Stream and .f4f in HDS) and
the server's need to understand the requests sent from the client, parse the
manifest le and extract the specic fragment from the media les.
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 HLS's playlist le (.m3u8 ) is an extension of the existing standard MP3
playlist le format (.m3u), while both Smooth Streaming's and HDS's mani-
fest les are based on an XML format. Smooth Streaming needs a manifest
for the server (.ism) and a manifest for the client (.ismc), and HDS needs
one manifest (.f4m) plus an index le (.f4x ).
 HLS does not specify any restrictions on the media le format used on the
server-side (currently it only supports the MPEG-2 Transport Stream for-
mat), while Smooth Streaming only works with fragmented MP4 les and
HDS uses a similar fragmented le as well. Each .ts segment used in HLS
is self-contained and independently stored on the server disk, while the frag-
mented MP4 les are stored as a single large le in Smooth Streaming and
can also be stored as several large les in HDS.
From the comparison of dierent HTTP streaming solutions, we can see that
the DASH standard can be simplied and implemented with an ordinary HTTP
Web server using standard media les rather than applying any restrictions on the
media le formats and the way they are organized on the server. This is exactly
what HLS does. In our prototype system, we are targeting to be compatible with
HLS, for its simplicity without additional hardware requirements.
2.1.4 Summary
As media trac keeps growing in the network and people watch content via a va-
riety of devices, from desktop to smartphones with dierent quality and resolution
requirements, through dierent types of access networks, wired or wireless with
dierent network conditions, HTTP streaming solutions seem to be very promising
to deal with the challenges presented by this variety of devices and networks and
provide users with the best quality of video viewing experience at the same time. It
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combines the advantages of both real-time streaming and HTTP progressive down-
load (provide real-time streaming experience with simple HTTP download) and
avoids their disadvantages (easy traversal of rewalls, no specialized Web stream-
ing server and low startup latency). Its simple download mode over HTTP further
reduces the server-side load and expands the scalability of content distribution to
large audiences. Splitting the original large media les into small segments makes
them easy to be cached at the edge server and matches existing CDN networks.
Based on the aforementioned advantages and the popularity in the practical use,
DASH has a great potential to be further studied.
2.2 Quality Adaptation Algorithms in DASH
The quality adaptation algorithm is the core component of DASH, which aims to
nd the optimal streaming strategy and provide users with better quality of experi-
ence in terms of startup latency, average playback quality and playback smoothness.
In this section, we undertake a study on existing rate adaption algorithms with re-
gard to DASH, primarily based on single-layer AVC (Advanced Video Coding) [29]
and SVC (Scalable Video Coding) [28].
2.2.1 Single-layer Quality Adaption Algorithms
As DASH is a pull-based method based on HTTP progressive download, rate adap-
tion is conducted at the client side and the general workow of DASH is: the server
encodes video into dierent versions with dierent resolutions, bit rate and quality
in small segments. The client rst retrieves the manifest le and gets the general
information of the video that the user desires to watch, such as the availability
of bitrates and corresponding resolutions. Then, the player at the client side will
decide the right version according to its own display size, decoding capability and
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network condition. Usually, the playback does not start until a sucient number
of segments are received. After the client receives a segment completely, the rate
adaption algorithm will decide which version to request for the next segment based
on the current network condition and the client-side state such as the number of
buered segments. The overall aim is to provide the best possible viewing experi-
ence and hence several aspects that should be considered during the rate scheduling
are:
1. Avoid buer underows and overows, as underows cause interruption dur-
ing video playback and overows result in bandwidth waste.
2. Avoid rapid oscillations in quality between neighboring media segments, as
this negatively aects perceived quality.
3. Utilize as much of the potential bandwidth as possible to give the viewers a
higher average video quality.
Most of existing adaptation algorithms use single-layered AVC encoded video,
that is, the dierent versions of the same video are self-contained and completely
independent of each other. This is mainly for the consideration of playback sim-
plicity since the AVC codec is widely used and available, and can be easily played
back with Web plug-in players. The rate adaptation algorithms to be discussed in
the following paragraphs are in this category.
Algorithm 1 describes the quality adaption algorithm used by the Adobe's
Open Source Media Framework (OSMF) [2] [24]. In this algorithm, the player
checks the download ratio (playback time of the last segment downloaded divided
by the amount of time it took to download that whole segment, from request to
nish), compares it with the switch ratio (rate of proposed quality divided by rate of
current quality) and determines the most suitable quality level before downloading
each fragment. The algorithm mainly relies on the historical network throughput
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by recording the time taken to download the last video fragment. This algorithm,
however, has a danger when the download ratio is extremely high because of cached
segments. If this case happens, the switch up should only be a single quality level
upwards rather than switching to the top rate instantly, in case of which even one
level up is actually too high a rate in reality which may cause a quick quality drop
down from a very high quality to a low quality.
Saamer et al. [8] compared and evaluated several popular commercial adap-
tive streaming products including Microsoft Smooth Streaming, The Netix and
OSMF players, focusing on how the players react to persistent and short-term avail-
able bandwidth variations by looking at the consumed bandwidth and buer sizes.
The results show that both Smooth Streaming and Netix are conservative in their
bit-rate switching decisions, while the OSMF player often fails to converge to an
appropriate bit-rate even after the available bandwidth has stabilized. Therefore,
the performance of these products still needs to be further improved.
Dierent from the evaluation done on synthetic bandwidth data [8], Haakon
et al. did a comparison study in a real mobile 3G network [25]. The goal of this
study is to see how the media players respond to uctuating bandwidth and outages,
and how the schedulers aect the quality levels used, the bandwidth utilization, and
the number and duration of buer underruns. The comparison results show that
Apple's HLS sacrices high average quality for stable quality, whereas Adobe's HDS
does the opposite. Smooth Streaming falls in between without compromising too
much on either parameter. Netview's scheduler is similar with Smooth Streaming's,
but oers better protection against buer underruns and better bandwidth utiliza-
tion. Therefore, we conclude that the scheduler quality is an important factor in
providing a satisfying quality of viewing experience and needs further improvements
when streaming in mobile networks.
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Algorithm 1 Quality adaptation algorithm in OSMF
1: tlastfrag: Time of downloading the last fragment
2: lcur: Current quality level
3: lnxt: Proposed quality level
4: lmin: Lowest quality level
5: lmax: Highest quality level
6: b(l): Bit rate of quality level l
7: rdownload  =tlastfrag
8: if rdownload < 1 then
9: if lcur > lmin then
10: if rdownload < (b(lcur   1)=b(lcur)) then
11: lnxt  lmin
12: else




17: if lcur < lmax then
18: if rdownload  (b(lcur   1)=b(lcur)) then
19: repeat
20: lnxt  lnxt + 1





In addition to the adaptation algorithms provided by commercial products,
extensive research studies have been done on them as well. Liu et al. proposed a rate
adaptation algorithm for adaptive video streaming [21]. The decision to switch to a
video version of a higher or lower bit-rate is made based on the measured segment
fetch time, which can be converted to the average throughput and buer state. The
decision strategy is similar with that used in OSMF, but it is more conservative,
using a step-wise up switching and aggressive down switching strategy. The reason
is to prevent playback interruptions that might occur in case of aggressive switch-up
operations. In addition an idle time calculation method is used to prevent client
buer overow before sending the next GET request. The algorithm is evaluated
using constant bit-rate (CBR), single layer video trac and simulated in ns2.
In [15], a quality adaptation controller based on the feedback control theory
was proposed. The controller tries to maintain the buer level as stable as possible
to match the video bit-rate with the available bandwidth. As the server needs to
maintain the information for each user to perform rate adaptation, the complexity of
the server is increased and this method also violates HTTP streaming's statelessness
at the server-side.
The aforementioned quality adaptation algorithms for DASH, such as [21],
[15], select a quality level that is as close as possible to the network throughput
and a commonly used strategy to swap between quality levels is to use additive
increase and multiplicative decrease. The drawback of this strategy, however, is
that the abrupt switch down to a low quality level produces a sharp degradation in
playback quality. It also under-utilizes the buer to provide intermediate quality
levels to enhance the quality of experience. Hence, Ricky et al. [24] proposed a
buer-aware strategy, referred to as QDASH, to overcome this shortcoming. In
the QDASH system, two modules are integrated into the existing DASH system
{ QDASH-abw and QDASH-qoe modules. The QDASH-abw is used to measure
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the network available bandwidth, and the QDASH-qoe is used to determine the
video quality levels. By using these two added modules, the results show that
user-perceived quality of video watching can be well maintained.
2.2.2 SVC-based Quality Adaptation Algorithms
The main shortcoming for using single-layered AVC in DASH is that the storage
overhead is quite large for multiple copies of the same video with dierent bit rates.
To reduce the overhead and reduce the storage burden at the server-side, SVC,
which encodes a video clip into enhancement layers, has been introduced to the
DASH framework to improve the eciency.
In SVC, a video stream is made up of a hierarchical structure of layers, which
correspond to dierent quality, such as spatial or temporal representations. The
base layer provides the lowest level of quality in terms of frame rate, resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio. Each enhancement layer on top of the base layer provides an
improvement for one or more of these scalable quality parameters. Enhancement
layers can be independently stored and sent over the network. Therefore, the overall
stream bitrate can be modied by selectively adding or subtracting enhancement
layers to/from a stream.
In [17], the author showed the advantage of using SVC in adaptive HTTP
streaming over the single-layer AVC in terms of caching eciency. In this work,
the author proposed to use a scalable extension of H.264/AVC { SVC [28], which
provides features to represent dierent representations of the same video within
the same bit stream by selecting a valid sub-stream, in a simulated network with
congestion in the cache feeder and access links respectively. The results show that
the low overhead of SVC not only reduces the server load signicantly, but also
improves the eciency of the network caches, leading to a better quality of viewing
experience especially at peak hours with a higher number of viewers.
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In [27], the author proposed a priority-based media delivery strategy using
SVC with RTP and HTTP streaming. In the pre-buering phase, the most im-
portant base layer is transmitted rst, so there are more base-layer frames than
enhancement-layer frames in the buer. This scheme was designed assuming that
the temporary bandwidth reduction is the only possible bandwidth variation, and
the bandwidth will restore to a normal level after the temporary reduction. Thus,
it cannot fully handle the random variation of network bandwidth.
Dierent from these approaches mentioned above, Siyuan et al. [30] did a
study on streaming SVC in wireless networks, considering the random and less
predictable variation of the available bandwidth and the limited computation ca-
pacity of handheld devices. In this work, the rate adaptation problem is formulated
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) model, a relatively simple approach that is
feasible for handheld devices. The MDP model is made up of four components:
action, state, transition probability and reward. For each video segment, the client
uses MDP to make a decision on which action to conduct given the current client
state. By adjusting the parameter in the reward function, the average video qual-
ity and playback smoothness can be well balanced. The experimental results show
that the MDP solution substantially outperforms the existing one using single-layer
codec video [21]. As this model is targeting handheld devices in wireless networks,
the approach is relatively simple with fewer actions, so that the layered feature
of SVC is not fully utilized. Furthermore, the bandwidth transition probability
matrix used in MDP is estimated o-line in this work, which may not well reect
the network condition accurately, therefore, an on-line algorithm to estimate the
transition matrix needs to be further investigated.
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2.2.3 Summary
The rate adaptation algorithm is the core component of DASH. In the above section,
we surveyed several existing rate adaptation algorithms, based on single-layer AVC
and multi-layer SVC, respectively. Although multi-layer SVC has more advantages
over single-layer AVC, such as less redundancy among various layers, requiring less
storage space at the server side, and more eciency in caching, SVC streams are
typically more complex to be generated and impose codec restrictions compared
to single-layer multi-bitrate streams, especially for handheld devices with limited
CPU capabilities. Therefore, the rate adaptation algorithms based on SVC has
not been fully adopted yet. Besides these two group of algorithms, we believe that





In this chapter, we will describe our proposed approach for uploading user generated
videos directly from their mobile device eciently and present our video streaming
system in details. In our approach, we propose to do video segmentation on the
mobile device before uploading to the video hosting server to improve the robustness
of uploading, do segment-wise transcoding on server-side to reduce the start-up
latency, and provide compatibility with the DASH standard at the same time.
Section 3.1 shows the overall architecture of this DASH-compatible semi-realtime
video streaming system. Section 3.2 presents the segmentation functionality at the
mobile client-side for stored video, both on Android and iOS platforms. Section
3.3 describes the segment-wise transcoding and transformation at the server-side.
The implementation of a live recoreding video streaming solution will be described
in Section 3.4.
3.1 System Design
Figure 3.1 outlines the overall architecture of our proposed mobile video stream-
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Figure 3.1: DASH-aware uploading architecture. It features on-the-y segmenta-
tion at the mobile client and server-side segment-level transcoding.
at the mobile client application to improve the robustness of video upload. The
segmentation component assumes that the video to be uploaded is available on
a local storage medium. When a user requests a video upload, the segmentation
module reads the video le, generates a segment with the specied duration in a
temporary memory buer on-the-y, and passes the resulting data to a networking
module. The networking module, after establishing a persistent connection to the
server, encapsulates the prepared segment as a part of form data and delivers it
to the destined server via the HTTP POST command. Upon reception the server
places the segment into its video repository and initiates transcoding to prepare
multiple versions of dierent bitrates. After transcoding the encoded segments are
then transformatted into dierent delivery formats such as MPEG-2 TS or frag-
mented MP4. Once all multi-version preparation is completed, the availability of
every encoded version of the segment is announced to client players by creating a
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new playlist or by appending to its existing playlist. The playlist, visible via the
video hosting web interface, is nally viewable by any DASH-aware client player.
In summary, our streaming model design places the mobile upload client in charge
of segmentation before uploading, while the server is responsible for multi-bitrate
provisioning and le format transformation.
Although our proposed architecture may seem somewhat intuitive and straight-
forward at rst glance, it has been carefully designed to exhibit the following ben-
ets, which the DASH standard so far has neglected to address.
 First, the video to be uploaded is segmented on the mobile device before
uploading, which not only improves the robustness of video uploading but
also advances the server-side post-processing procedures, because the server
does not need to wait until the whole video uploading is completed. Therefore,
it speeds up the overall pipeline processing time signicantly.
 Second, the server-side processing delay is bounded only by the segmentation
duration, not by the total duration of the whole video. It also means that
the end-to-end delay can be reduced to the total processing time of only one
segment duration rather than depend on the total video length.
 Third, the server can make an intelligent decision by processing more ur-
gent segments rst rather than unnecessarily wasting its processing power on
transcoding the whole video regardless of its access pattern. Therefore, the
server has a better chance of optimizing its processing performance and easily
adapt the server utilization depending on the current workload conditions.
 Fourth, as the uploaded video has been split into small segments before it
reaches the server, the segments can easily be distributed over multiple servers
to facilitate scalable load-balancing.
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In the following sections we will discuss detailed issues of our proposed system
design and our design choices both at the client-side and server-side for stored video
and live recorded video respectively.
3.2 Segmentation at the Mobile Client for Stored
Videos
The segmentation software component resides on the mobile device, which is de-
signed on purpose. The strategy works as follows: it splits the user captured video
le, which is stored at the local machine and we assume that this input media le
is MP4-formatted, and creates the sequence of individual playable segments (also
MP4 formatted) with specied duration. The segments are then consumed as input
by the network uploading module. During the segmentation, several issues need to
be considered, which will be described in details in the following sections.
3.2.1 On-the-y Segmentation
The segmentation functionality does not re-encode the content of the original le.
As we assume that the input media le is MP4-formatted, the segmentation module
can easily extract the raw media data from the video and audio track based on the
meta data information with specied start time and stop time. It then modies
the meta data, re-organizes the chopped le and generates a segment.
For smooth and seamless playback of the segments, each segment le should
contain an integral number of GOPs. That is, the rst and the last GOP of the
segment do not have any frame references across the segment boundaries, i.e., they
are closed GOPs. The GOP information is described in the stss box according to
ISO standard [5] which species which samples in a sample table are sync samples
(video I-frames). All the synchronization points are based on the information avail-
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able in the stss boxes. If no stss information is available, we treat every sample
as a sync sample. The duration between two consecutive sync points, in practice,
tends to have a minimum length of about one second.
The segmentation is based on an open-source MP4 parsing package called
MP4Parser [10]. This package provides a simple set of APIs that help to parse
various MP4 objects. The segmentation algorithm rst parses the original MP4
le, gets the duration of the le, and starts to iterate to generate video segments
for a given segment duration from the synchronization information until no remain-
ing media samples are available. To generate a segment with a specied starting
and ending time, the algorithm rst adjusts the start and end time to the next
synchronization point and obtains the corresponding sample indices. It then ex-
tracts the media data containing both video frames and audio samples (cropped
tracks), modies the meta-data including chunk-oset box, composition-time box,
decoding-time box, etc., and adds them to build a newly generated MP4 segment.
It is noteworthy that our segmentation functionality does not re-encode the origi-
nal video content (the quality of the generated segment le remains the same with
that of the original media le), and the cropped video frames and audio samples
have been interleaved in the original le. Thus, the build of the new generated
video segment is mainly a copying process. The video segment is typically stored
in memory to avoid additional le operation overhead and we re-locate the movie
box to the front of the media data box in each segment for faster playback start-up.
While we used a third-party library for segmentation on the Android plat-
form, there is a native library available in iOS. The iOS object, AVAssetExportSession,
allows not only trimming of a movie but also transcoding the contents to a speci-
ed export format [11]. The trimming method is performed in a fully asynchronous
manner, that is, the trimming request returns immediately and its callback handler
is executed later. As the segmentation method is quite similar with that imple-
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mented for Android platform only with a dierent library, we simply leave out the
description of the algorithm here.
3.2.2 Delivery Format Selection
The le format of an encoded segment can consist of two potential choices as de-
scribed in the DASH specication: fragmented MP4 or MPEG-2 TS. The frag-
mented MP4, which is fully compatible with ISO Base Media File Format [4], is
described by a fragmented version of the MP4 movie box termed moof and the cor-
responding media data. Although the use of moof itself is legal from the standpoint
of the ISO standard and also known to be very ecient in terms of container over-
head [26], not many web video players are able to recognize this format. MPEG-2
TS, on the other hand, encapsulates H.264-encoded elementary video streams and
AAC (or MP3)-encoded elementary audio tracks into a multiplexed delivery stream.
The biggest advantage of the MPEG-2 TS format is that it is well-known and well
supported by many professional tools that are used in media distribution systems
(e.g., by studios and cable providers). The main drawback of MPEG-2 TS as a de-
livery format is, however, that it is less bandwidth-ecient and results in a higher
overhead ranging from 7 to 40 percent of the original le length [26]. Besides the
disadvantages mentioned above, these two le formats are mainly adopted in media
download. As we are focusing on media le upload, we need to consider dierent
issues.
Riiser et al. [26] proposed the use of a lightweight MP4 container format
instead of the MPEG-2 TS suggested by Apple (see next paragraph). Unlike the
MPEG-DASH international draft, they place a 4-byte-long header at every frame
to lower the metadata overhead. This header only accounts for the change from
one frame to its consecutive next frame. This proposal, however, is incompatible
with existing Web video standards, requiring yet an additional proprietary player.
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When selecting the delivery format for our design we considered four cri-
teria. First, the format should be lightweight enough to be quickly preparable
and deliverable in existing mobile computing environments. Second, it should in-
cur no unnecessary extra parsing overhead at the server-side. Third, it should be
exible enough to be recognized by many available server-side processing utilities.
And nally, ideally it would be immediately playable by any ordinary web video
player. As a result, we chose MP4 [5]as the delivery format as it meets all these
requirements.
3.2.3 HTTP-based Segment-level Resumable Upload
Once a video segment is generated, it will be passed to the networking upload-
ing module. The networking module, after establishing a persistent connection
to the video hosting server, encapsulates the prepared segment and delivers it to
the designed server. Similar to the reasons in the design of DASH for downloads,
we prefer an HTTP-based upload mechanism for mobile clients in order to have a
higher penetration probability in common networks. For ecient delivery of binary
data, we encapsulate the segment as a \multipart/form-data" message adhering to
the standard of RFC 2388 [22], with additional control parameters.
During the segment uploading, intermittent connection drops are quite com-
mon in mobile networks due to the unstable nature of wireless networks. When this
case happens, users have to re-upload the video from the very beginning, which not
only wastes the network bandwidth, but also results in a unsatisfactory user ex-
perience. To avoid redundant video re-transmissions, a resumable upload, which
restarts an upload from the end point of the delivery failure, needs to be considered.
The resumable upload functionality rst checks the video status on server side (how
many video segments have been uploaded successfully), then splits the original le
from the last end point and uploads the rest successive video segments.
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3.3 Server-side Post-processing
Once a segmented MP4 arrives at a server, it needs to be post-processed before it
can be made available for streaming over the web. To be compliant with DASH,
the server is responsible for preparing a media description le that species how
a DASH player can play multiple encoded versions of all segments and to make
them immediately accessible to the player. All the functionalities on server side are
implemented in PHP language.
3.3.1 Segment-level Transcoding
Nowadays, adaptive stream switching that requires multiple versions of media con-
tent to be available at dierent bitrates is popularly used in many web-based video
hosting services. Preparing these several versions from the single media content,
however, requires a lengthy transcoding time that delays the initial publishing of
the video for the users.
In our model, the server performs its processing on the incoming segments
as soon as they have been received. This segment-level transcoding not only lowers
the preparation completion time but is also advantageous for scheduling incoming
transcoding requests through the careful examination of on-going segment access-
patterns to observe whether a segment is already being requested for live streaming
to clients. Additionally, segments can easily be distributed over multiple server
farms to facilitate scalable load-balancing.
Furthermore, we prioritize the transcoding to a lower-quality encoded version
of each segment over higher-quality versions because this strategy provides a quicker
provisioning of the content to a wider web audience as low-bandwidth streams are
generally accessed more frequently than high-bandwidth ones.
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3.3.2 DASH-compatible Playlist Preparation, Publishing and
Update
When all transcoded versions of a segment become available, the server either
creates a playlist or appends new segment information to an existing playlist. If
a playlist becomes available for the rst segment of a media object, it can be
immediately published to allow streaming to commence to clients. The playlist,
whose play type is labelled as EVENT to indicate a live, on-going stream, is then
continuously modied whenever the next segment arrives and has been successfully
transcoded. When all transcoded segments are ready (i.e., the end of a stream has
been processed) the playlist type is changed to VOD (i.e., video-on-demand) and
is then nally served for stored streaming.
Our video streaming playback was based on Apple's HLS proposal [13] which
can be rendered on various iOS devices and Android devices. The rationale behind
the choice of Apple HLS as the nal rendering target is that (1) there is no existing
DASH implementation available for the two most popular mobile platforms except
HLS and (2) we observed that the MPEG-4 to MPEG-2 TS format conversion
exhibits a negligible performance penalty at the server by using a utility MP42TS
which is a command line tool to remux MP4 les in TS container.
The playlist consists of a hierarchy of m3u8 playlist les based on Apple's
HLS. The top level playlist contains static pointers to separate playlists for the
individual bitrates. Each of the bitrate playlists contains a list of pointer to segment
URLs. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show a content example of both playlists.
3.3.3 Gearman-based background processing
In case of server-side post-processing, we use a Gearman-based background process-



















Figure 3.3: Low bitrate m3u8 playlist example
ing handler) to return to a mobile uploader quickly, while passing the transcoding
request to a locally hosted Gearman worker in a serialized manner. It is also advan-
tageous when distributing tasks over multiple server nodes, which can be further
studied.
The Gearman model consists of three parts: a Gearman client, a Gearman
worker, and a job server. The client is responsible for creating a job to be run and
sending it to a job server. The job server runs as a daemon process, listening on a
port 4370. When it receives a client request, it will nd a suitable worker that can
run the job and forwards the job to it. The worker performs the work requested by
the client and sends a response to the client through the job server. As Gearman
provides the client and worker APIs, we can simply use this model in our server
side implementation.
Algorithms 2 and 3 outline the implementation of our Gearman-based back-
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ground processing at the server-side.
Algorithm 2 GearmanWorker
1: worker  newGearmanWorker()
2: worker ! addServer()
3: worker ! addFunction(0segment wise transcoding0; transcode fn)
4: while worker ! work() do
5: ; finnite loopg
6: end while
7: function transcode fn(job) f
8: pras unserialize(job! workload())
9: segF ileName pras[0segF ileName0]
10: segNo pras[0segNo0]
11: isLast pras[0isLast0]
12: Transcoding(segF ileName; segNo; isLast)
13: g
3.4 Live Recording and Live Segmentation at the
Mobile Client
In the previous sections, we proposed to use segment uploading from mobile devices
for stored videos to minimize the end-to-end delay from the video recording on
one mobile device to the nal playback of the same video on the other mobile
devices through a video hosting server. We used stored video les on the clients
because camera access and video processing under Android devices cannot be easily
accomplished in a pipelined manner, i.e., video needs to be recorded rst to a le
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Algorithm 3 GearmanClient
1: segF ileName receive a segment video and store to a desingated video repos-
itory
2: segNo extract its segment number
3: isLast extract the ag whether segment uploading is completed
4: client newGearmanClient()
5: client  > addServer() fregister the client to the job serverg
6: pras array(segF ileName; segNo; isLast)
7: client  > doBackground(0segment wise transcoding0; serialize(pars))
8: return freturn to the callerg
and can only then be further processed. As iOS devices has no such limitation and
it has provided some APIs which have direct access to the camera of mobile devices
and live processing abilities, the startup latency can be further reduced if we do
segmentation uploading while the video is being recorded.
Figure 3.4 describes the owchart of live recording and live segmentation with
the corresponding iOS APIs used in each processing procedure. The AVCaptureSession
is in charge of coordinating the ow of data that comes from audio/video in-
put devices (microphone and camera respectively) to appropriate output APIs for
further processing. The quality level (high/medium/low) or bitrate (such as 30
frames/second)of the output media le can be customized during session setting
up. The session connects its audio/video outputs to AVCaptureAudioDataOutput
and AVCaptureVideoDataOutput which can be used to process the audio samples
and video frames while the audio/video is being recorded. The audio samples
and video frames are temporarily stored in memory buers and then accessed via
the captureOutput:didOutputSampleBuffer:fromConnection delegate method.
The delegate method is a callback function in a specied dispatch queue and will

















Figure 3.4: Flowchart of live recording and live segmentation on iOS device
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use the provided video frame or audio sample in conjunction with other APIs for
further processing. In our implementation, AVAssetWriter is used. By using this
writer, the media data can be optionally re-encoded and written to a new le with
a specied container type (QuickTime or MPEG-4 le).
The live segmentation is implemented by a simple idea: instead of doing
segmentation after a single large media le has been recorded, we decide to record
a sequence of small media les, that is, while the video is being recorded, we write
the media data into a le once a specic duration has been achieved and convert
the successive coming media data to a new le writing queue. The generated small
media les can then be uploaded to the video hosting server via the uploading
thread, while the video capture is still on going. This live segmentation, obviously,
further minimizes the overall end-to-end delay and advances the viewing of the
video as the overall processes can be started once a segment video has been captured
rather than wait until the recording of the whole video completes.
To implement the live segmentation, however, several critical issues need to
be considered, such as:
1. No missing video frames and audio samples should be allowed during the
switch of le writings, otherwise, hiccup problem will occur during playback
of the segment video les.
2. The duration of each segmented video le should be almost the same or with
minor dierence, otherwise, there will be a mismatch between the display
timeline and the real media duration.
The issue 1 can be solved by using the dispatch switching queue which sup-
ports asynchronous executions of dierent operations, so that the media frames
captured during the switch of le writing can be appended to the memory buer
temporarily for later processing. The duration of each generated segment le is
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based on video frame numbers for accuracy, for example, if we set the frame rate to
be 30 frames per second, then a media le contains 150 video frames will be around
5 seconds. The implementation of live segmentation uses a native library provided
by iOS { AV Foundation Framework [12].
So far, we have described our DASH-compliant software architecture based
on the media segmentation at the client side and the segment-level transcoding and
transformating at the server side. In the following section we present our prototype
system which has been successfully integrated with our video hosting service and




4.1 Dataset Description and System Parameters
For our experiments we built a test-bed environment consisting of three primary
components: a mobile uploader, a video hosting server, and a mobile player. These
parts were connected to a campus-wide wired and wireless network at the National
University of Singapore.
The mobile uploading software was implemented on two dominant mobile
platforms (Android and iOS), while the server utilities were run on our video hosting
server. For the experiments we used three Android and one iPhone devices as mobile
clients: a Motorola Droid smartphone (Android version 2.2.2) with a 600 MHz
ARM Cortex A8 processor and 256 MB of RAM, a Samsung Galaxy S smartphone
(Android version 2.3.6) with a 1 GHz ARM Cortex A8 CPU and 512 MB of RAM,
an Asus Transformer tablet (Android version 3.2) with a 1 GHz dual-core ARM
Cortex A9 (nVidia Tegra 2) processor and 1 GB of RAM, and an Apple iPhone 4
(iOS version 5.0.1) with a 1 GHz ARM Cortex A8 CPU and 512 MB of RAM. In
the rest of this section, we refer to these devices as Droid, Galaxy S, Transformer,
and iPhone 4, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Components of our video streaming test-bed
The server was congured with RedHat Linux (version 2.6.18) and operating
with 2 four-core 3 GHz X5450 Intel Xeon processors, 32 GB of main memory, and
1.5 TB of hard disk storage space.
The video streaming playback was based on Apple's HLS which can be ren-
dered on various iOS devices and on the Asus Transformer. In our experiment, we
used a iPod touch for video playback.
To achieve comparable and repeatable results throughout the experiments
we used a set of video streams that were pre-recorded on the Android phones. The
source video characteristics are as shown in Table 4.1. For wireless transmission
we used our campus WiFi network as the primary delivery medium, since it has
a high network throughput comparable to the latest 3G cellular networks. The
segmentation durations were chosen as 10 seconds for 480p and 3 seconds for 720p
video, respectively. The selection of dierent segmentation durations was due to a
per-process memory limit enforced by the Android platform, where we observed that
a 3-second segment corresponded to the maximum memory size allocatable during




Resolution 1280  720 720  480
Frame rate 29.97 24
Overall bitrate 12.1 Mbps 2 Mbps
Format H.264/AVC, AAC H.263, NB-AMR
Duration 2 min 49 s 2 min 21 s
File size 244 MB 34 MB
Sync interval 1 sec 1 sec
Table 4.1: Video characteristics of the source streams used for the experiments,
recorded on Android devices.
fair comparison between the frameworks, we decided to use a 3-second segmentation
duration of the 720p source video.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics
The primary metric that we considered in the conducted experiments is the startup
delay. Unlike the traditional, more limited denition, in our context the end-to-
end startup latency Tstartup is dened as the time dierence between the uploading
of the rst video segment from the mobile uploader to the rendering of the same
segment at a second mobile player.
An ordinary web-based media player can usually be congured with an auto-
play feature. However, in our experiments, unfortunately, we had to include the
user's manual interaction time Tuser, which represents the elapsed time for a user to
press the play button after retrieving a playlist, due to a restriction in our mobile






To better understand the characteristics of Tstartup, we approximate it as the
sum of its constituent delays existing in dierent components (see Equation 4.1):
the mobile upload delay Tuploader, the server processing delay Tserver, and the mo-
bile player startup delay Tplayer. Figure 4.2 illustrates the relationship among the
dierent latency components.
Tstartup  Tseg + Tupload| {z }
Tuploader
+Tserver + Tplayer (4.1)
Tuploader further consists of the segmentation delay Tseg and the WiFi trans-
mission delay Tupload. The server delay is measured as the elapsed time from the
arrival time of a video segment to the creation and completion time of its transcoded
segment at the server. The mobile player delay, Tplayer, is a delay term that repre-
sents the conventional startup latency of media playback, i.e., the round trip time
from a user's video streaming request to a server and the onset of the playback after
buering. The detailed measurement methods of individual delay components will
be covered in the following subsections.
Strictly speaking, Tstartup should be the sum of the individual delay instances
of the rst video segment. However, because of the statistical nature of our ex-
periments, we prefer the median value of all collected delay measurements of every
video segment.
In the following three Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3, we report on the prelim-
inary results for Tseg, Tupload, and Tserver, respectively. In Section 4.3.4, we describe
a test-bed we built and present the evaluation results of the actual startup latency
contribution by the mobile uploading client, the server, and the mobile player. Sec-
tion 4.3.5 reports the results of live recording and live segmentation. Please note



























Figure 4.2: Illustration of the dierent delay components and their relationships.
present all delay measurements as normalization values, i.e., the time divided by
the segment duration. Implicitly, a normalized value of more than one (> 1:0)
means that the method does not meet the processing deadlines for continuous,
uninterrupted video streaming.
4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis
4.3.1 Segmentation Overhead
Our client-side segmentation module in Android is based on an open-source MP4
parsing package called MP4Parser [10]. This package provides a simple set of APIs
that help to parse various MP4 objects. Our implementation consists of three pri-
mary processing phases: (1) initialization of the container structure, (2) collection
of the sample indices to be cropped, and (3) the actual building (copying) opera-
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tion resulting in a segmented MP4 container. Among them, the rst two phases
are termed static overhead, because their execution time is consistently quasi-static
over dierent segmentation requests. And the last phase is termed proportional
overhead, since its time complexity is proportional to the length of the cropped
tracks to be copied into a memory.
To illustrate the relationship between the two overheads, we present sample
measurement results from a Droid phone using 480p video. In Figure 4.3(a), the
ratio of the static overhead, whose absolute processing time is mostly constant
for every segmentation request, to the whole segmentation execution time Tseg is
inversely proportional to the segmentation duration. This can be easily understood
under the assumption that the copy time per byte is constant. To support the
validity of our assumption, we present the copy eciency, i.e., the ratio of the total
number of bytes to the total copy execution time, as a function of the segment
duration in Figure 4.3(b). In this gure, we eliminated the segmentation time of
the last segment, since its length is variable. The results validate our assumption
{ as shown, our copy eciency estimation based on this assumption matches well
with the actual measurements.
To evaluate the real-time capability of our segmentation implementation we
measured the processing time of every segment over multiple runs and then com-
puted the median value. The segmentation time varies on dierent mobile devices
depending on their computation capabilities. For two source video qualities with
dierent segment durations the results are summarized in Table 4.2. Normalized
values of less than 1 indicate that a device is capable of creating a segment in less
time than the playback duration of the segment, i.e., continuous processing of long
videos in a pipelined manner is possible.
When compared within the group of Android devices, the Galaxy S per-
formed the segmentation two times faster than the Droid, while the Transformer
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Figure 4.3: Two segmentation processing metrics { (a) the ratio of the static (xed)
portion to Tseg and (b) the copy eciency, denoted by the total number of bytes
over the total copy duration { are plotted as a function of the segment duration for
480p video. Measurements were obtained from a Droid phone.
Android iOS
Video Motorola Samsung Asus Apple
Quality Droid Galaxy S Transformer iPhone 4
480p 0.89 0.42 0.11 0.05
720p 5.74 2.14 0.32 0.22
Table 4.2: Normalized median segmentation time (processing time / segment du-
ration) for three mobile Android devices and one iOS device. Values less than 1
indicate that the segmentation process can be pipelined in a continuous, uninter-
rupted manner.
showed an even more than two-fold increase over the Galaxy S. These dierences
are attributable to the dierent processor speeds and Android OS optimizations
(across dierent versions) such as garbage collection and dierent choices of the
underlying le system. Although all devices were able to generate a segment for
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480p-quality video within a segment duration on average, the Droid was prone to
exceed the time limit, i.e., the segment duration, sometimes. The Galaxy S showed
good performance in our implementation, segmenting 480p video fairly well, but
we found that its performance was not sucient when the complete pipeline of
streaming software components (including the network transmission) was turned
on. The Asus Transformer, however, handled both source video qualities well.
From our experiments with Android devices we conclude that our segmen-
tation implementation is feasible in real-world environments with the latest hard-
ware/software, while it is less satisfactory when used with older devices. We also
conrmed that with a dual-core processor (i.e., as contained in the Asus Trans-
former), the segmentation time on a mobile device was signicantly improved and
immediately usable. In case of the static overhead, we believe that we still have
room for further ne tuning of the code by pre-allocating all redundant parts. This
potential improvement, however, is insignicant in relation to the minimization of
the overall segmentation complexity when a longer segmentation duration is ap-
plied.
As we noted in an earlier section, the impact of the segmentation overhead
can be further reduced by running the segmentation and storing segment les on a
SD memory card before video uploading, if applicable.
The table also reveals that the iPhone 4 achieved the lowest segmentation
delay among all tested mobile devices. While its hardware specication is similar
to that of the Galaxy S, it even outperformed the Transformer. We believe that
such a big performance gap may be primarily attributable to our non-optimized
code under Android. Another possible reason is that the iOS platform has no per-
process memory limitation. Therefore, it can take advantage of the extensive use
of a buer cache and improve the performance of I/O intensive tasks signicantly.
In our Android segmentation code, on the other hand, we heavily relied on an
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Figure 4.4: The normalized segmentation delay of 720p video on the iPhone 4 is
plotted as a function of the segment duration.
application buer whose size is limited by the allowed per-process memory. From
these observations, we can easily conclude that the segmentation task on current
and future mobile devices does not seem to face a major obstacle anymore. Ad-
ditionally, the segmentation delay of 720p video measured for the iPhone 4 was a
decreasing function of the segment duration (see details in Figure 4.4). Since the
iOS segmentation module demonstrates the feasibility of nicely optimized code, any
mobile platform { after similarly careful code optimization { can be expected to
support the real-time segmentation of high-quality video in the future.
We also evaluated the space eciency of our segmentation module. The space
eciency metric, dened as the total sum of all segment lengths compared to the
original le length, was consistently measured as slightly better than 100% due to
optimizations achieved in the segment construction: 99.82% for 480p and 99.98% for
720p. The fragmented MP4 le method with the same segment intervals reported
similar results to ours: 99.88% for 480p and 99.99% for 720p. In comparison, the
MPEG-2 TS le format showed sizes of 106.81% for 480p and 102.57% for 720p.
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Overall our segmentation implementation was comparable to the fragmented MP4
approach.
4.3.2 WiFi Transmission Delay
For the network delivery we used the HTTP POST mechanism in our mobile ap-
plication, delivering segment les as \multipart/form-data." On the server side, we
implemented a PHP uploading utility. The code accepts a HTTP POST request,
extracts the enclosed segment le, and passes it to a server-side post-processing en-
gine. During the experiments we often experienced a number of connection drops,
so that we additionally implemented a checking logic that examines whether a given
segment le has been completely transmitted. Upon the detection of a network fail-
ure and the last received byte position, the uploading client sends the remaining
portion of the segment that has been temporarily kept in its local storage, specifying
the resumable oset of the segment along with the HTTP POST request message.
To quickly proceed to the next segmentation and upload tasks, the client does not
wait until the server-side post-processing completes but only examines whether the
transmission is successful.
In our test-bed environment, the mobile devices were connected via WiFi
(802.11n) to a campus-wide network, where the server was also attached. The WiFi
transmission delay was measured on the client as the elapsed time from the start of
a HTTP POST request of a given segment to the reception of the HTTP response.
To eliminate any network congestion caused by wireless interference, we collected
measurement results at least ten times for every test case at night and selected
several results among them which had no noticeable outliers. Therefore, our results
may be considered as best-case WiFi conditions in a real environment. Figure 4.5
depicts the normalized transmission delay (divided by the segment duration) for
two video source qualities with dierent mobile devices. To illustrate the statistical
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Figure 4.5: The normalized WiFi transmission delays of all video segments are
drawn as box plots. Values less than 1 indicate that uninterrupted streaming is
possible.
nature of the network delivery, the measured transmission delays for all segments
are plotted as a box-and-whisker diagram. The corresponding WiFi throughput, for
example, is 6.5 Mbps for the median value of 0.31 for Droid phone in Figure 4.5(a).
Newer Android devices (Galaxy S and Transformer) and the iPhone 4 reported
similar network characteristics, while the older one (Droid) had a relatively slower
speed. This plot also reveals that network delivery of 480p video is quite possible
in a stable wireless environment, while 720p video, even with its smaller segment
duration, experiences a network bottleneck. Although the gure shows that the
iPhone 4 tends to have a higher network upload time than the Galaxy S and the
Transformer, it is still not conclusive enough, because the iPhone 4 occasionally
reported a much smaller uploading time. In a real environment, it is quite normal
to observe that a wireless transmission congestion { once it occurs { would for
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some time increase the delay by one or two orders of magnitude above the desirable
conditions.
4.3.3 Transcoding Delay
For every incoming segment the server-side upload utility instantiates a two-pass
transcoding process to generate multiple encoded versions of the segment. The two-
pass process, a feature implemented in the ffmpeg1 utility, is devised to generate a
transcoded video at the exact bitrate requested. In the rst pass, ffmpeg gathers
information about every frame in a log le. During the second pass, it uses the
log le statistics to generate a transcoded video by eciently allocating its bit
budget with a priori knowledge on the consecutive frame properties. During the
experiments, ffmpeg was congured to use up to 4 concurrent threads on four
CPU cores. The transcoded MP4 segment can be easily transformed to dierent
delivery formats with little processing overhead. The transformation could even be
executed on-the-y during segment delivery. To be compatible with Apple's HLS,
we converted the generated segments into MPEG-2 TS format after the transcoding.
During the transcoding process we preserved the aspect ratio of the source video.
Table 4.3 shows the typical time duration (normalized by the segment dura-
tion) of the software-based transcoding, assuming that only one transcoding process
is executed at a time, while utilizing the multi-core computing resources. The table
shows that real-time processing (e.g., for live streams) of a high bitrate version is
still questionable in practice, while that of a low bitrate stream seems very doable.
Additionally, we also measured the total elapsed time taken for a single video
le transcoding task. Compared with the transcoding of an un-segmented video,
segment-wise transcoding on our server resulted in an at most 9 percent processing
1We used version 0.7 since the latest version 0.8.x failed to operate concurrently due to some
log-le issue of its embedded x264 library.
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penalty. We conjecture that, even considering its slightly higher processing over-
head, the segment-wise transcoding would probably achieve much better scalability
in distributed cloud environments.
In an ideal situation, the server delay of a given video segment Tserver, which
is dominated by the transcoding latency, should be capped by the maximum delay
of the multiple dierent transcoding qualities, because dierent bitrate versions




where T btranscoding(i) is the transcoding time of a given media segment to a target
video quality b. If a single transcoding process occupies all the computing resources




transcoding. As shown in the Table 4.3,
a modern commodity server PC still has diculty in preparing all versions within
a given segment duration, while 480p video is plausible in our tested computing
environment.
Nevertheless, we believe that provisioning the low quality encoded version
to a rst user, while not providing all versions initially, is still practically valuable,
since it can reach an audience quickly. Otherwise, the user-base needs to wait until
all the versions are available. Therefore, we propose the following practical strategy
for transcoding. First, the transcoding process should start from generating the
low bitrate versions rst and then move on to the higher ones. Second, the playlist
should be created (or updated) when the low-bitrate version of the rst segment
becomes available. And nally, the streaming information of every segment needs to
be appended at the end of the playlist soon after its transcoded version is produced.
Using this suggested strategy, we can simplify the server delay as follows:
Tserver  T lowtranscoding
It is noteworthy that the transcoding engine needs careful serialization of the
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HIGH MEDIUM LOW
480p - 0.53 0.27
720p 1.21 0.84 0.63
Table 4.3: The normalized average transcoding time of two sets of video segments
for two types of videos (480p and 720p). HIGH represents video with a 640480
resolution at 2 Mbps; MEDIUM, 480360 at 768 Kbps; and LOW, 320240 at 256
Kbps. Due to our implementation limitation, our hosting system contained a mix
of 720480 and 640480 videos. To avoid confusion, we chose the source quality of
480p video as 720480 and the target transcoded quality of 480p video as 640480.
appending operation to the playlist since all transcoding processes (for dierent seg-
ments) run in parallel and hence the appending operation may occur out-of-order.
This serialization can become a bigger problem in distributed server architectures.
In our prototype system, we managed to overcome this issue by using a simple cen-
tral database, where a server PHP code interacts with the database to keep track of
the transcoding status of all incoming segments and takes charge of the serialization
in distributed environments at the expense of some extra communication cost.
4.3.4 Putting It All Together: Startup Latency
So far, we have measured the contribution factors of every processing unit in the
pipeline of our mobile uploading ecient DASH-compatible streaming path. Indi-
vidual experimental results conrm that the live streaming of a pre-recorded 480p
video from a mobile upload client with decent hardware to a mobile video playback
device is feasible. Here we report our nal measurement results, connecting all
components together.
We used the Transformer and the iPhone 4 as mobile upload clients, con-
nected to our campus network via WiFi. At the other end of the chain, in a dierent
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location, an iPod Touch from Apple was used as a mobile player. In the experi-
ments, we collected the startup latency of a live streaming event from mobile to
mobile with the web server as intermediary. The live streaming event was simulated
by mobile uploading of a pre-recorded 480p video and mobile playback of its corre-
sponding streaming video. For the mobile player to immediately start the playback,
we implemented a polling mechanism that enabled a web server to quickly publish
the playlist once it became available or was updated. The polling interval at the
server side was set to 50 ms. The mobile player, waiting for the live event from the
polling web session, automatically responded upon the arrival of the event, but the
video playback was triggered manually. Every video playback onset status in the
client web browser was recorded through Javascript events.
To measure the startup delay among heterogeneous devices, we set up all
devices to be synchronized by a reference time clock, i.e., an Network Time Protocol
(NTP) server (http://pool.ntp.org). For some devices with no authorization to
change their system clock, we collected the time dierences between four NTP
servers and the internal device clock for every experiment and used their mean
values to adjust all the time measurements. Similarly to our other experiments, we
measured all test cases ten times. To conrm the validity of this time adjustment
methodology we also took photos of the screens of the mobile devices that were
placed in close proximity to visually observe the device clock. We then applied the
adjustment methodology and veried that the corrected wall-clock times among
heterogeneous mobile devices were within a few tens of milliseconds dierence.
After the time adjustments, we placed two wireless mobile devices in geographically
dispersed locations to avoid any potential eects caused by WiFi medium sharing.
In our measurements, Tstartup was computed as the sum of ta  t0 and Tplayer,
where t0 and ta are the wall-clock time when a mobile uploader starts to issue a
video upload and when a mobile player receives a notication of the existence of
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the playlist through the polling web page, respectively. The values of ta; t0 are also
depicted in Figure 4.2. This measurement methodology, however, does not cover all
transmission-related delays. We will discuss other aspects in the next paragraphs.
Trial
no. Tstartup Tseg Tupload Tplayer
1 0.91 0.17 0.19 0.21
2 0.74 0.16 0.17 0.08
3 0.85 0.17 0.19 0.15
4 0.78 0.17 0.21 0.10
5 0.70 0.18 0.12 0.10
6 0.73 0.17 0.18 0.10
7 1.27 0.18 0.17 0.63
8 0.64 0.16 0.20 0.08
9 0.78 0.17 0.24 0.08
10 0.89 0.16 0.24 0.11
(a) Android ASUS Transformer
Trial
no. Tstartup Tseg Tupload Tplayer
1 0.83 0.05 0.29 0.11
2 0.72 0.06 0.24 0.09
3 0.77 0.05 0.25 0.10
4 0.75 0.05 0.25 0.08
5 0.73 0.05 0.27 0.09
6 0.71 0.05 0.23 0.08
7 0.73 0.05 0.24 0.10
8 0.69 0.05 0.24 0.07
9 0.72 0.04 0.25 0.09
10 0.81 0.05 0.29 0.07
(b) iOS iPhone 4
Table 4.4: Ten sampled, normalized startup latencies and their component delays
for 10-second segment durations of 480p video.
Table 4.4 shows ten individual measurement results of the Transformer and
the iPhone 4 for 480p video with a 10-second segment duration. To emphasize the
variability of every delay component, we shows the actually measured normalized
delay values of the rst video segment, not the median values. As expected, Tupload
and Tplayer show an observable dependency on the wireless network conditions,
oscillating from time to time. Tserver, whose normalized delay was measured as
0.27 as seen in Table 4.3, was very consistent2 during the whole experiments when
there was no other signicant server load. Tseg (0.17) of the Transformer, however,
is slightly dierent from its median segment time (0.11) shown in Table 4.2. It is,
2The variation in the measured transcoding delays was less than tens of milliseconds.
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in fact, the summation of the initial video le reading time and the segmentation
time of the rst segment. The initial video le reading was responsible for 0.03 of
the segment duration3 and the rst segmentation time typically took slightly longer
than the median segmentation time due to the initial memory allocation. With the
iPhone 4 however, this time gap was reported as negligible, a dierence of around
tens of milliseconds.
In Figure 4.6, we plot the nal measured startup delays and their individual
delay components of 480p video for two mobile platforms as a function of the seg-
ment duration. To depict the eect of network variability visually, we also show the
average of two measurements for each test case. In the gure, the uctuation of the
contribution of Tupload illustrates the network variability. Such uctuations immedi-
ately impact the overall startup latency signicantly. Another network-dependent
component, Tplayer, showed some dependency when the segment duration is small,
but later exhibited a constant contribution for longer segment durations. Com-
pared with Tupload, there was a lower transmission delay, because Tupload transmits
the original video segment les, while Tplayer requests the low-bitrate version at the
very beginning of the video streaming. Our segmentation overhead on the Android
platform, illustrated by Tseg, was a crucial factor when the segment duration is
small but its eect diminished gradually as the duration increased. On the iOS
platform however, it no longer presented any performance bottleneck. The server
load related to the low bitrate transcoding showed a constant contribution. How-
ever, there still exists some time gap between the sum of every delay component
(Tseg + Tupload + Tserver + Tplayer) and Tstartup. One interesting observation is that
this time gap was relatively less in Android than in iOS. In fact, the iOS uploader
software could not take full advantage of its smaller segmentation delay, since the
overall end-to-end delay Tstartup did not improve through its shorter segmenta-
3A normalize value of 0.03 corresponds to 300 milliseconds.
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Figure 4.6: The nal normalized startup delays for stored video plotted as a function
of the segment duration.
tion delay. Unfortunately, we could not establish any conclusive causes at current
time. Additionally, the delay components presented in the Figure 4.6 did not take
into account the additional network transmission delay after the completion of the
transcoding at the server and the arrival of the playlist on the mobile player. Since
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the playlist availability is subject to the communication eciency of a web server
and its corresponding PHP code (and hence very implementation-specic) we ig-
nored this issue in the experiments.
Once the video playback starts, a user's smooth and uninterrupted video
streaming experience depends heavily on the performance of the server-side transcod-
ing, as long as the accumulated time of Tseg + Tupload is smaller than the desired
playback deadline. Since the server can prepare as many encoding versions as suit-
able within its time budget, the user can freely switch streams according to his or
her available network bandwidth.
To summarize, we have shown that the segmentation of 480p video is prac-
tically realizable on a mobile device and its startup delay, when connected to a
DASH streaming pipeline, can be within one segment duration under reasonably
good WiFi conditions. Consequently, we believe that the startup delay of a real
live event is achievable within two segment durations, i.e., the appearance time
of the rst segment and its Tstartup. The real-time segmentation and delivery of
720p video, however, is still out of reach with current hardware due to its high
upload-bandwidth demands even with a good network connection.
4.3.5 Live Segmentation Latency
In the previous experiments, we measured the startup latency of segment-wise
uploading of a pre-recorded video. To further reduce the end-to-end delay, we
proposed to use live segmentation while the video is being recorded. Here we
report the experiment results.
The experiment was done in the similar way as pre-recorded video, same
server conguration with same server-side utility functions. For mobile upload
client, we used iPhone 4s and an iPod Touch as a mobile player, and vice verse for
comparison. In the experiments, however, we found that there is a video and audio
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synchronization problem of live segmentation which will cause hiccup during video
playback whenever switching from one segment video to the next. More specically,
the API we used to record and generate media segment les writes audio rst at
the beginning of the le and ends writing with audio samples as well, that is, the
video frames and audio samples are not well synchronized which leads to more time
duration of audio data than video data. When switching from one segment le to
the next while playing, there is an empty blank of video between two continuous
segment les which will result in an visual blank and poor viewing experience.
Unfortunately, this synchronization problem is due to the defect of the iOS APIs
and we cannot solve it now. Therefore, we decide to record video only without
audio data.
Trial
no. Tstartup Tupload Tser Tplayer
1 0.91 0.26 0.36 0.17
2 0.79 0.23 0.35 0.11
3 0.96 0.26 0.34 0.18
4 0.87 0.28 0.36 0.12
5 0.83 0.28 0.35 0.13
6 0.81 0.29 0.34 0.12
7 0.82 0.27 0.35 0.14
8 0.77 0.24 0.33 0.13
9 0.77 0.23 0.35 0.13
10 0.72 0.22 0.33 0.11
(a) iOS iPhone 4s
Trial
no. Tstartup Tupload Tser Tplayer
1 0.69 0.27 0.33 0.05
2 0.67 0.25 0.34 0.05
3 0.66 0.27 0.31 0.05
4 0.72 0.28 0.34 0.06
5 0.70 0.28 0.33 0.05
6 0.68 0.26 0.34 0.06
7 0.66 0.28 0.30 0.05
8 0.66 0.26 0.33 0.05
9 0.74 0.29 0.35 0.05
10 0.74 0.29 0.35 0.06
(b) iOS iPod Touch
Table 4.5: Ten sampled, normalized startup latencies and their component delays
for 10-second duration of live segmentation.
Table 4.5 shows ten individual measurement results of the iPhone 4s and
iPod Touch live segmentation with duration of ten seconds. From the table we
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can see that Tupload and Tserver are the two primary components that contribute to
the overall startup latency. Tupload and Tplayer show a dependency on the wireless
network condition and varied with the time, while the normalized value of Tserver,
measured around 0.34, was kept consistent during the whole experiments. The
value of Tserver, however, is greater than the average value measured as 0.27 as seen
in table 4.3, and this dierence is mainly due to the increase of the recorded le size
(3.9 MB for 10-second duration of 480p video segment recorded by iPhone devices,
while 2.5 MB for same duration recorded by Android phones) which results in
more transcoding time and more transmission time under similar wireless network
conditions as well. As the le size recorded by iPod Touch is smaller than that
recorded by iPhone 4s, it has less Tplayer delay, which results in less overall startup
latency. However, it does not help improve the transmission delay, which may due
to the dierence of hardware congurations.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the measured startup latency of live segmentation with
each individual delay components, from two seconds segment duration to ten sec-
onds, on two iPhone devices. The result is similar with that of pre-recorded videos
as shown in Figure 4.6. The contribution of Tupload and Tplayer have some depen-
dency on the uctuation of the network condition which further impact the overall
startup delay. Tserver is constant for the dierent segment duration but a primary
contributor as Tupload. For the server-side transcoding delay, we believe that it can
be further minimized by using more powerful machines, while for the transmission
delay, which heavily depends on network available bandwidth, decides the feasibil-
ity of live segmentation in real environment and the smoothness and continuity of
video playback.
In summary, the experiment results have shown that live recording and live
segmentation on iPhone devices is practically feasible under good wireless network
conditions by selecting right segment duration.
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Figure 4.7: The nal normalized startup delays for live-recorded video plotted as a
function of the segment duration.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a new system architecture for media streaming { place the
segmentation at the client side, do segment-wise transcoding and transformatting
at the server side, and provide multiple encoded versions of the same media le to be
compliant with DASH standards. It is designed to minimize the end-to-end startup
latency from a mobile uploading device to a mobile DASH player, enabling users
to experience live streaming without any additional hardware requirements. Since
we use commodity software packages, our prototype system can easily contribute
to a wide deployment for user-generated live streams. The startup delay from
the uploading to the nal playback is primarily dominated by three processing
components (segmentation, network uploading, and server transcoding) for stored
video and two (network uploading, and server transcoding) for live recording, while
the stream switching capability of the DASH standard is dependent on server-side
transcoding and hence requires a highly capable machine if many dierent versions
should be produced. The experiment results have shown that our proposed segment-
wise uploading approach is practically realizable on mobile devices, and signicantly
reduces the end-to-end startup latency under reasonable WiFi conditions for both
pre-recorded videos and live-recorded videos.
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There still exists room for further improvements of our prototype system.
First, the current mobile-side segmentation implementation in Android takes longer
than desired. Using recent hardware, we managed to lessen the problem, but it
may still require further software optimizations. One quick improvement will be to
eliminate redundant processing, which according to our observations accounts for
10 to 50 percent of the segmentation time. One issue which we still need to resolve
is the synchronization of video frames and audio samples in live segmentation. We
recorded video frames only because of the defeat of the iOS APIs. Hopefully, we
will nd a solution for this limitations soon so that we can make it integrated.
On the other hand, we observed that the native operating system segmen-
tation method available in iOS was fully optimized and readily available. We rec-
ognized that the segmentation delay contributed very little to the total end-to-end
delay. Even the real-time segmentation of high-quality of 720p video is feasible on
recent iOS devices. In fact, the overall end-to-end startup latency for both mobile
frameworks are very much subject to the variability of available wireless network
bandwidth. It is also worthwhile to note that the real-time transcoding on the mo-
bile device may convert 720p to WiFi-friendly 480p video rst at the client side, and
then this may be a realistic solution in cases where the wireless bandwidth is not
fully supportive of 720p video when users desire to upload the video immediately.
Although our model is designed to minimize the end-to-end delay from the
start of an upload to the rst appearance of the video for a recorded video, it can
be applied in dierent ways. For example, a mobile client may not upload a video
immediately while video is being recorded or after the recording is done. Instead,
uses may delay the uploading until any potential people wants to actually see it.
This strategy can not only help video hosting servers lower their transcoding load
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